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INTRODUCTION
venturer bushcraft way education pack
You are encouraged to use this pack alongside the resources available in the secure area of
thebushcraftway.co.uk. This handbook provides you with a tool to bring even more outdoor
education to your groups and districts. You will find in this resource at least one programme
session for each criteria set down on the Bushcraft Way website.
Some of the session plans require your groups to be outdoors, others do not.
Where possible we have suggested extension activities for the sessions.
In running these activities with Venturers, you will need to carefully assess the capabilities
of your group in terms of age, motor skills and ability to follow instructions.
This handbook assumes you have a degree of knowledge or at least a willingness to either
acquire it or find someone who does who can work with your group. Throughout the pack
you will see reference to risk assessments—site specific risk assessments are vital, but
generic assessments of tools etc, should be more than adequate. There is a Woodcraft
Folk Forest School Handbook available that will provide you with these and advice on lost
children, health and safety etc. Please contact paul.bemrose@ntlworld.com for further
information or check the national Woodcraft Folk website’s resource library.
This handbook would not have been possible without the support of the Big Lottery Fund
who provided a grant to support the project.
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1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.1 plants
Aim 1.1.1

Research soil formation and soil types.

Aim 1.1.2

Identify common plants and trees.

Name

Group the Plants.

Duration

Because the knowledge requirements of this section are quite challenging, you may
need to build your Venturers up to the required level over a number of sessions.
This session needs to be done alongside 1.2 Identify Common Plants and Trees, and
will take at least a couple of sessions (3 – 4 hours) or is a good one to do at camp.

Resources ••You will need two areas, of different soil types, with relatively mature natural (i.e. not
planted) plant species on them. Ideally the soil types should be typically alkali (e.g.
chalk, limestone) and acid (e.g. sandstone, clay). This brings out the contrast in plants
quite starkly, and is the overall aim of the session.
••You will need landowner permission to access non public woodland and pick plants.
••Bags to collect plant samples in.
••Field guides for plants and possibly soils.
••Pencils and notebooks.
••A flower / leaf press would be useful, but not essential.
What To Do

Extensions

Some discussion on soil and geology is required beforehand, but the point of the
session is not to teach geology, but to bring out an appreciation that different areas
have different plants and it’s not just climate that affects this.
2. Take the group out to an area of soil type ‘one’ and survey the plants and trees, taking
a sample of 15 – 20 of the most prevalent ones. The survey should include finding out
the name of the plant / tree.
3. Take the group to an area of soil type ‘two’ and carry out the same survey, taking samples.
4. Bring the group back to base.
5. Mix up the samples into one pile.
6. Get the group to split them back out into area one / two / and a group for plants that
appeared in both areas. They should be able to name the plants.
7. Discuss the differences and similarities—why are some plants in both?
1.

To help the Venturers learn the names of the plants consider extension activities
such as screen printing flower, leaf and tree shapes, or other art related to plant life,
anything that helps them get an eye in to the small differences that can mean a lot.
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1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.2 animals and birds
Aim 1.2.1

Identify a range of birds and animals.

Aim 1.2.2

Study animal habitats.

Points

This session is part of a joint activity covering 1.2.2 Study Animal Habitats.

Name

Become a Ranger.

Duration

Because the knowledge requirements of this section are quite challenging, you may
need to build your Venturers up to the required level over a number of sessions, for
example by getting in people from various animal charities (badger / bird etc.) to
speak at group nights.
However this actual session is lead by the Venturers themselves and may take them a
couple of facilitated sessions to organise. It can take as little as one session, or could
be a good half day event at camp. It would work well aimed at Elfins or Pioneers as
one of their camp activities, being run by Venturers.
You will need a good knowledge of your local wildlife and an area in which your
Venturers can be a ranger and lead you / others on a guided walk.

Resources ••Field guides for birds and mammals.
••Pencils and notebooks.
••Paper, card, possibly a computer, printer and laminator if they want to make handouts
as part of their ‘event’.
••Access to websites such as the RSPB for bird calls.
What To Do
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Build the knowledge of the group by getting in speakers from different animal and bird
charities, or possibly taking the group to talks these groups often hold. Alternatively take
30 minutes out of a few sessions and play some games identifying animals and their
homes just by printing pictures from the internet, or taking them for walks. ‘Match
the Animal to its Home’ is a good learning game.
2. Facilitate a couple of sessions where the Venturers build their own ranger style guided
walk / presentation, demonstrating their knowledge. You will be there to make sure
they all get involved and all get to present some information in a way that suits them
as individuals (not everyone wants to stand up and teach!).
3. Finally arrange a time for them to present their work. They might just do it for their
leaders, or they might want to aim the whole thing at Elfins / Pioneers and make it a
camp activity for them.
1.

1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.3 tracking
Aim 1.3.1

Recognise track families.

Points

It is worth getting access to some woodland which does not have regular public access
when setting track traps. You can usually find such places by contacting your local
ranger service (either County Council Rangers or National Park / Local Area).
Discuss the wildlife expected with these local experts and plan your session around
these animals.

Name

Track Traps.

Duration

The initial session looking at track families can be fairly short (one hour)—look at the
track training given to Elfins and Pioneers to see the background.
However—this is an ongoing project—you set the traps and leave them, then check
them regularly. If you pick the right area you should get some results within a week.
Likewise leave them for longer and see what happens!

Resources ••You will need a good knowledge of your local wildlife and an area in which your
Venturers can set traps and wander relatively freely.
••Field guides for birds and mammals.
••Sand (you might need to carry it in a wheelbarrow).
••Rake.
••Pencils and notebooks.
••Cameras.
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What To Do

Extensions
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Alongside all the other education required (perhaps from local experts) for the whole
Natural History section, make sure you are including sections on bird and mammal
sign / behaviour.
2. Using local knowledge (e.g. rangers / landowners) or your own experience, survey the
area for the best places to lay traps. As examples: Rides and ride edges, obvious badger
trails, sites where you might have found possible fox kill, near rabbit warrens etc.
3. Rake small areas (1m square is ok) clear of foliage / undergrowth, put down a layer of
sand and rake ‘flat but fluffy’ so that the slightest footfall will leave a print.
4. Mark these sites on a map and name / number them; discuss what you expect to find
on each trap.
5. Go back the next day, or shortly thereafter, with field guides and check for prints.
6. Once photographed and ID’d, clear the trap again with the rake.
7. Note any high activity areas and increase the numbers of traps in those areas.
8. Return to the traps as often as possible over the next few days / weeks and you should
build a picture of life in the woods, even being able to work out where animals are
going, how often, and sometimes what they are up to (especially when combined with
other sessions in the tracking element).
9. It would be nice to create a scrapbook of your findings on a subsequent group night.
1.

Carry out a similar activity in a wetland environment if you can find one locally.
Be extra careful around water, but a whole array of bird prints can be found in the
mud and silt of a river estuary (again, great care should be taken in tidal areas and
full risk assessment required).
Couple this work with other survey sessions—for example 1.3.2, recognise feeding
signs and droppings.

1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.3 tracking
Aim 1.3.2

Recognise feeding signs and droppings.

Points

It is worth getting access to some woodland which does not have regular public
access when looking for feeding signs and droppings. You can usually find such places
by contacting your local ranger service (County Council Rangers or National Park
/ Local Area). Discuss the wildlife expected with these local experts and plan your
session around these animals.

Name

Sign Survey.

Duration

The general training in wildlife from various local experts may take several sessions
prior to these sessions (1.3.1 and 1.3.2) however this session can be done as a oneoff in two or three hours, depending on the size of your area and the number of
Venturers you have. You could of course make it an ongoing survey to see how
feeding changes during the seasons. You will find clear differences in droppings of
some animals between the seasons!

Resources ••You will need a good knowledge of your local wildlife and an area in which your
Venturers can wander through relatively freely.
••Field guides for birds and mammals.
••Pencils and notebooks.
••Cameras.
What To Do

Extensions

Alongside all the other education required (perhaps from local experts) for the whole
Natural History section, make sure you are including sections on bird and mammal sign.
Using local knowledge (e.g. rangers / landowners) or your own experience, pick the best
area for a diversity of mammals and birds that you can.
2. Divide your Venturers into groups of about four and divide your area to be surveyed
between the groups. Get the Venturers to map their area boundaries and walk
transects through their area, marking these on the map.
3. Along the boundaries and transects they should note changes in the vegetation, note
any feeding signs or droppings and anything else of interest, such as rabbit warrens,
badger setts, etc.
4. Bring the information together afterwards and if possible get each group to pick the
three highlights of their area and bring the other groups to see them.
1.

Get in touch with local wildlife hospitals / centres / zoos and try to get hold of animal
dropping samples to preserve in a ‘sign box’. You can dissect things like owl pellets to
discover what they have been eating. Couple this work with other survey sessions—for
example 1.3.1, recognise track families.
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1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.3 tracking
Aim 1.3.2

Track quarry.

Points

It is worth getting access to some woodland which does not have regular public access
when playing this game. You can generally find such places by contacting your local
ranger service (either County Council Rangers or National Park / Local Area).

Name

Tracking a Lost Hiker.

Duration

The initial session on tracking people can be done on group night in around an hour.
The tracking exercise itself needs to be at least 90 minutes as at this level the Venturers
should be following false trails, back tracking, leap frogging and using many slow and
painstakingly precise tracking skills, which in the inexperienced slow tracking right down.

Resources ••An area (preferably not public access to avoid too many tracks!) in which your
Venturers can wander through relatively freely.
••Pencils and notebooks.
••Tape measure.
••Cameras.
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What To Do

Part One
1. In a muddy spot teach the Venturers about human tracks—covering details such
as sole patterns, shoe size, distance between steps, signs of injury in the stride,
differences when running, going up hills, downhill, when carrying a load or walking
unloaded. Get them used to measuring the boot length, the gap in the stride, and
generally being detectives.
2. Teach them to make a quick measuring stick to check they have the right quarry:
take a stick, place it over a track, and wrap elastic bands around it where the heel and
toe of the shoe are, and also the heel of the next step—this is a quicker tool in the
field than a tape measure.
3. Get them to track each other in different muddy areas.
4. They should soon see clearly how important it is to not get their own footprints on the
trails they are following! If they don’t get this message, make it clear to them!
Part Two
5. Grouping your Venturers into groups of up to four, get other leaders / parents to help
you lay trails through the woods (one for each group). Obviously each leader should
try to wear different boots and should, in each trail, build in a bit of a story—possibly
a bit of running, a slip, an injury—maybe a campfire. False trails can be laid where the
‘victim’ may have tried a route and realised it was a dead end.
6. Finish all trails at the same point and then head back to start the Venturers off.
7. Make sure they know which shoe they are following and then the leader who laid the
trail should stick with the group following their trail, to assist if required.
8. The leader is assessing the group for their competence.

Extensions
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You could link this activity to 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 and from one bit of animal sign try to build
a picture of its trail, and track it over 100 metres.

1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.4 wild food
Aim 1.4 .1

Common edible / poisonous species.

Points

In any foraging it is vital to get over the message that if you are not sure, you don’t taste!
In order to achieve the knowledge requirements for this element of the Bushcraft
Way you will need a few more cookery sessions with edibles—so trawl the internet /
books for ideas, don’t forget to learn what NOT to pick too, and get eating!

Name

Blackberry and Apple Flapjacks.

Duration

A background in poisonous / edible plants needs to be built up over time, so this
section will be ongoing for a good while. However this session using apples and
blackberries can be carried out in a couple of hours.

Resources ••An area (preferably not public access to avoid too many tracks!) in which your
Venturers can wander relatively freely, able to access apples and blackberries. If apples
and blackberries are not around at the time of year you want to run this session, just
pick another recipe!
••ID Books.
••Collection pots / bags.
••Mixing bowls, forks, spoons etc.
••Cooker, saucepan and baking pan.
••11oz oats.
••8 oz butter.
••5oz demerara sugar.
••1 –
 2 table spoons golden syrup.
••Cheese grater.
What To Do

Preheat the oven to 180°C/gas mark 5.
2. Grate the apple.
3. Melt the butter, sugar and golden syrup in a saucepan over a medium heat.
4. Remove from heat, add the oats and grated apple and mix well.
5. Grease a 20cm square cake tin, line with baking parchment.
6. Gently mash the blackberries.
7. Press half the flapjack mix into the base of the tin, spread the mashed blackberries
gently over the top and top with the rest of the flapjack so the blackberries are
sandwiched in the middle.
8. Bake in the centre of the oven for 25-30 minutes until nicely browned.
9. This flapjack may take longer to cook than plain flapjack due to the high fruit content
that makes it moister, it will also remain moist once cool.
1.
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1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.4 wild food
Aim 1.4.2

Conservation issues.

Points

Add your own questions to make it harder / more local.

Name

Foragers Conservation Pub Quiz.

Duration
Resources
What To Do

1 hour including discussion afterwards.
Pens and paper.
Here are a few questions, but feel free to make this more local to what you see in
your area:
1. Root crops: Name three roots you can eat? (e.g. Burdock, pignut, dandelion).
2. Root crops: Will a plant live through having its root dug up? (No).
3. Root crops: Name an animal that also forages for roots? (e.g. Badger).
4. Berries: Name five berries you can eat? (e.g. Blackberry, raspberry, strawberry,
gooseberries, hawthorn berries (not seeds), yew berries (not seeds)).
5. Berries: Will a plant live through having its berries taken? (Yes).
6. Berries: Name three animals that also live off berries? (e.g. Birds, mice, insects).
7. Leaves: Name three leaves you can eat? (e.g. Young beech, hawthorn, jack by
the hedge).
8. Leaves: Will a plant live through having its leaves eaten? (Trees, yes; some plants,
not always).
9. Leaves: Name three animals that also forage for leaves? (e.g. Deer, rabbits, badgers).
10. Nuts and seeds: Name three nuts or seeds that you can eat (e.g. Beech, chestnuts,
hazelnuts).
11. Nuts and seeds: Will collecting the nuts of plants kill them? (No).
12. Nuts and seeds: Name three animals that also forage for nuts and seeds?
(e.g. Birds, squirrels, mice).
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1 NATURAL HISTORY
1.5 conservation
Aim 1.5.1

Understand pressures from countryside users.

Aim 1.5.2

Understand the importance of biodiversity.

Aim 1.5.3

Contribute to conservation.

Name

Local Conservation Project and Report / Diary.

Duration

Most local conservation projects / organisations have regular (weekly or more)
volunteer days. The Venturers will probably need to help out for a whole term in order
to gain an understanding of what they are doing and why, and compile a diary / report
(possibly video, multi-media, etc.).

Resources ••A local conservation group that has regular conservation days—e.g. Wildlife Trust,
RSPB, National Trust, County Council Ranger Service, National Park Wardens.
••Time.
••Equipment with which to prepare their report.
What To Do

21

Get in touch with a local conservation group—you may find one group can’t cope with
more than a handful of Venturers turning up to help out, so you may need to split into
smaller groups and approach several organisations, or stagger the
Venturers’ involvement in this project.
2. Talk about progress in group night each week.
3. Review their report / presentation / video diary etc. preferably with the rest of
the group.
1.

2 CRAFT
2.1 tool use
Aim 2.1.1

Demonstrate safe use of tools.

Points

Feather sticks demonstrate safe sawing, splitting and some cutting techniques, but
feel free to cover other cuts that will be useful in the future to the keen Venturer!

Name

Feather Sticks.

Duration

Feather sticks improve with practice, so whilst you can cover the basics in one group
night, it’s worth revisiting, maybe before the fire section.

Resources ••A knowledge of safe tool use and an ability to make feather sticks yourself (to demo).
••Laplander saws.
••Bushcraft knifes—e.g. Frost Mora knives.
••Dead wood.
••Fire steels (optional—if you are doing this session outdoors).
••Stumps to work on.
What To Do

Go through safe tool use for folding saws and bushcraft knives (demonstrate).
2. Explain what a feather stick is and what it is used for.
3. Demonstrate making a feather stick.
4. Demonstrate lighting it if outdoors (optional).
5. Get the Venturers to produce feather sticks.
1.
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2 CRAFT
2.1 tool use
Aim 2.1.2

Be able to maintain a selection of tools.

Name

Tool Maintenance.

Duration

One group night is sufficient for most of this, however if you are actually sharpening
knives from blunt (which can be hard to come by!) then it can take longer to perfect a
good technique.

Resources ••A knowledge of tool maintenance.
••Laplander saws.
••Bow saws and bow saw blades.
••Bushcraft knifes—e.g. Frost Mora knives.
••Sharpening stones (preferably a variety—e.g. oilstone, waterstone, wet and dry paper).
••Stumps to work on.
••Wood to cut into.
What To Do
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Demonstrate straightening a laplander blade.
2. Demonstrate changing a bow saw blade.
3. Demonstrate knife sharpening and describe different sharpeners you can use
(oil / water / sandpaper etc.).
4. Support Venturers to carry out tasks above and check the results.
1.

2 CRAFT
2.2 craft creation
Aim 2.2.1

Research and explore a chosen craft item.

Aim 2.2.2

Gather and prepare materials needed from a sustainable source.

Aim 2.2.3

Make and present chosen craft item.

Points

Session 2.1.1 safe use of tools needs to have been completed before this section.

Name

Spoons and Spreaders.

Duration

Up to 5 hours, perhaps 3 group nights.

Resources ••A knowledge of spreader and spoon making, a knowledge of tree pruning, and
preferably an area where you have permission to cut and collect green wood.
••Research material on spoons and spreaders so the Venturers can look at different
designs from different parts of the world—the internet has a huge number of sites
about this sort of thing: Laplander saws, bushcraft knives e.g. Frost Mora knives etc.
••Crook knives, marker pens, stumps or seats to work on.
What To Do

Spreaders (do these before spoons)
1. Show the Venturers a few spreaders, and then explore various designs with them using
material from the internet / books / magazines. They can sketch their ideas.
2. Demonstrate making a spreader, making a very rough one (should only take a few
minutes) and discuss possible designs as you go. Demonstrate how to decorate the
handle by patterning the bark, or possibly using pyrography.
3. Collect the wood for the Venturers’ spreaders (with them) demonstrating and
discussing sustainable resourcing of materials (i.e. coppicing).
4. Make spreaders using the safe cutting techniques learnt in 2.1.1.
Spoons
1. Follow as above, however your demonstration will have to be done in stages as spoons
take a good deal longer, for example:
2. Split wood.
3. Draw design and stop cut / split to get initial shape, removing excess wood and making
the basic shape.
4. Crook knife use, sanding.

Extensions

There are so many craft items to explore—from furniture, baskets, cordage, bark work
to even possibly building a basic pole lathe if you have a good regular site where you
can leave it.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.1 fire
Aim 3.1.1

Demonstrate an awareness of appropriate fire use and fire sites.

Points

Although this session covers cooking fires, the Venturers will need to demonstrate
an awareness of other appropriate fires—for example signal fire, fires used in
conservation work (i.e. large controlled burns) and so on. They will also need an
understanding of appropriate fire sites. A lot of this other material can be covered
via question and answer, or even better, a fire quiz.

Name

Camp Fire Cooking
(e.g. winter warming vegetable soup).

Duration

A couple of hours.

Resources ••An area where you have permission to collect dead wood and light fires.
••Fire steels.
••Tinder and kindling, plus larger dead wood (can be part of the activity—allow more time).
••Cooking pots for fire.
••Fire safety bag.
••Vegetables—onion, garlic, peppers, potato, sweet potato, swede, carrots, broccoli etc.
••Water, possibly some seasoning (curry powder works well).
What To Do

Considering the pots you have, discuss the sorts of fires you might want—possible
good cooking fires are star fire, upside down fire and log cabin fire.
2. Collect appropriate tinder, kindling and dead wood, demonstrating consideration for
the local environment.
3. Build the fire and light it.
4. Wash hands and prep the vegetables while the fire gets going.
5. Put all vegetables into one pot, add water and hang over fire (it usually takes 45
minutes to soften all the vegetables and get a good soup consistency).
6. Enjoy!
7. Clear fire sites with the ethos of ‘leave no trace’.
1.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.1 fire
Aim 3.1.2

Demonstrate a knowledge of the main methods of fire starting.

Points

Whilst demonstrating all methods is ideal, some can be covered by question and answer,
a quiz, or group discussion. Here we suggest you pick three of the six main methods.

Name

Light Three Fires!

Duration

If collecting the tinder, kindling and wood allow 3 – 4 hours.

Resources ••An area where you have permission to collect dead wood and light fires.
••Tinder.
••Kindling.
••Dead wood.
••Bow drill sets.
••A fire box with the six methods of making fire in:
1. Friction.
2. Electrical.
3. Compression.
4. Chemical.
5. Solar.
6. Spark.
What To Do

Extensions

Each team of Venturers should pick three methods of lighting fires and go off to
demonstrate them.
2. Question the groups about the other methods.
3. Hold a group discussion afterwards looking at the pros and cons of each method.
1.

For fire by friction you may want to get the Venturers to build their own sets from the
woods—this is an excellent skill to have.
You may want to attach this session to the other fire sessions to save going out and
lighting fires more than once.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.1 fire
Aim 3.1.3

Show a commitment to minimal impact in the use of fire.

Points

This session is best linked with other sessions where fires are already being lit, e.g. 3.1.2.

Name

Lighting Appropriate Fires.

Duration

Up to 2 hours.

Resources ••An area where you have permission to collect dead wood and light fires.
••Tinder.
••Kindling.
••Dead wood.
••A method of starting a fire.
What To Do
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Venturers should be put in groups and each group should build a fire for a different
purpose; examples include boiling water, cooking, signalling and warmth.
2. Everything from collection of wood to size of fire, appropriateness for use and
clearing away should be looked at.
3. The groups can / should discuss what they did with the other groups as a way of
exchanging knowledge.
4. To test the appropriateness of the fires you may want to boil water, cook something,
signal or build a shelter and use the warm fire to keep the bivvy warm.
1.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.2 water
Aim 3.2.1

Demonstrate a knowledge of the nature of water.

Points

This session links with 3.2.2 directly.

Name

The ‘Real’ Water Cycle.

Duration

1 hour.

Resources ••Pictorial representations of the parts of the water cycle:
••Sea / River / Lake.
••Evaporation.
••Clouds.
••Additional elements to the normal water cycle such as pesticides, animals, industry,
salt, population centres, the water table and bacteria and viruses.
What To Do
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Venturers should be put in groups and each group build their ‘real’ water cycle.
2. They should be looking at ways their drinking water gets to their taps, but show a
knowledge of the whole cycle.
3. They can add in other elements you haven’t thought of as having an effect on the
water cycle, so long as they can justify it.
4. This session links with 3.2.2 directly from this point.
1.

3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.2 water
Aim 3.2.2 Demonstrate a knowledge of how to find water.
Points This session links with 3.2.1 directly.
Name Safe Water in the ‘Real’ Water Cycle.
Duration 1 hour.
Resources The results of session 3.2.1.
What To Do From the picture of the water cycle drawn in 3.2.1:
1. Venturers should now add in possible sources of drinking water, and based on their
mapping of the water cycle, they should be able to decide where it would be best to
take drinking water, i.e. finding clean reliable sources.
2. It is useful to extend any discussions beyond bushcraft to help Venturers understand
wider uses of water than just their personal needs when in the wild. A broad
understanding of everything from desalination to sewage treatment in areas
short of water will give a greater appreciation of the water they do have.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.2 water
Aim 3.2.3

Demonstrate a knowledge of filtration.

Aim 3.2.4

Demonstrate a knowledge of purification.

Points

There are many types of filters / purifiers on the market and other sessions should
investigate what filters / purifiers do what, how they do it, and what the pros and cons
are of each. However this session is designed to enable the Venturers to actually get a
working system going, in order to live off ‘wild water’, building on skills rather than just
pure knowledge. This session could be carried out indoors in an entirely theoretical
way, however you never really know if a system is working until you try it, and actually
doing it yourself is a great teacher!

Name

Setting Up a Working Group Filtration / Purification Process.

Duration

A weekend is long enough to see if the system put in place is working / producing
enough water.

Resources ••Somewhere to camp close to a suitable water source—i.e. one that a suitably qualified
person has decided is safe to use—they need to have assessed the source for
industrial and agricultural pollutants that could cause health issues (a nice high site
somewhere wild, upstream from industry and any intensive agriculture is usually fine).
If you can’t manage this trip, you could set the same system up somewhere local to
you, but use tap water as your water source. The Venturers will still get the experience
of building a working group filtration / purification system so long as you make sure
they are only using the water they produce and aren’t drinking directly from the tap!
••You will need someone to run the session who understands the danger points of using
Millbank bags (e.g. not catching run off from the outside of the bag).
••Permission to light a fire.
••Millbank bag(s), pots, fire, large camp kettle(s), clean water storage.
What To Do
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Through discussion / group work, get the Venturers to develop a system they want
to use. Discuss the danger points with the system they have chosen, for example
possible points of cross contamination, the dangers of collecting the water from the
source (i.e. picking a safe collection point) and keeping the filtered and purified water
clean once it’s been processed.
2. Get them to build the working system and sort out how it will work—i.e. how often
they have to refill the Millbank bags, empty filtered water, move boiled water to a
cooling area, who will do which bit and so on.
3. Assess and tweak the working system throughout the weekend and have a discussion
at the end of the weekend about how it worked.
1.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.3 shelter
Aim 3.3.1

Demonstrate a knowledge of different types of clothing / the layer system.

Points

Clothing systems will, to some extent, be personal because we are all different:
some people tolerate the cold better than others, some tolerate heat, and as a general
rule men can regulate their body temperate more evenly than women. These are
all points considered when manufacturers are designing modern outdoor clothing.
However the point of this session is to help the Venturers understand the risks of
hypo and hyperthermia, and how to avoid them.

Name

Avoiding Heat and Cold Injuries.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources ••An understanding of the pros and cons of different materials.
••An understanding of heat and cold injuries.
••Examples of the layer system.
••Examples of different types of synthetic and natural materials.
What To Do

Extensions
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Through discussion / group work come up with lists of things you will be trying to avoid
by dressing correctly, e.g. frost bite, sun burn, heat exhaustion, hypothermia, etc.
2. Then come up with a list of activities you might be doing outdoors (sedentary, active,
or a mixture of both).
3. Split into groups and give each group one of the environmental injuries to avoid and
one activity.
4. Using the clothing you have brought in each group should build their clothing system
and present it to the other groups giving reasons why they chose what they did.
5. General discussion on differences required dependent on the activity you are doing,
and on emergency kit you might carry in certain conditions.
1.

A simple game is to write out the symptoms of hypo and hyperthermia, mix them up,
and get the group to put them under the right heading (hypo or hyper) and in the
right order (from mild to severe).

3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.3 shelter
Aim 3.3.2

Demonstrate a knowledge of
emergency bivouacs.

Points

A full knowledge of tents,
hammocks, tarps, knots and
natural shelters is required to
complete this section, however
this session just looks at tarps.

Name

Tarpology.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources ••A knowledge of tarpaulin
folding and an area in which
to put some up.
••Tarps, pegs, some sticks
and guys.
••The tarpology sheet on the right.
What To Do

Get into groups with a tarp per
group and get each group to
attempt to create some of the
tarp configurations.
2. Discuss the relative merits of
each design and the sorts of
activities that might be suitable
for each one.
1.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.4 food
Aim 3.4.1

Demonstrate a knowledge of food groups and nutrition.

Name

Menu for a Weekend.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources ••A knowledge of nutrition.
••Paper.
••Pens.
What To Do

Extensions

Discuss protein, carbohydrates and fats and what foods are best for each of these.
2. Discuss the different food requirements for different activities.
3. Get into groups and plan a menu for a weekend bushcraft camp.
4. If possible you can go and run a bushcraft weekend using their menus!
1.

If you do run the bushcraft weekend, you can follow this session on directly with
3.4.2 Demonstrate a knowledge of outdoor cooking techniques.
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3 OUTDOOR LIVING SKILLS
3.4 food
Aim 3.4.2

Demonstrate a knowledge of outdoor cooking techniques.

Name

Weekend Camp Cooking.

Duration

All weekend.

Resources ••A camp site that allows open fires, and possibly won’t mind you building an earth oven,
fire pit, or any other outdoor cooking medium you might want to build.
••Menus.
••Food.
••Pots.
••Firewood.
••Tools.
••Paper.
••Pens.
What To Do

Extensions
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Using the menus from 3.4.1 cook with the Venturers all weekend on open fires.
2. If possible make a clay oven or find rocks to heat up and dig a fire pit.
3. Try one pot cooking, catering for vegetarians and meat eaters.
1.

There are many types of pot on the market to use on an open fire, and there are also
many types of stove to use instead of an open fire. You could build a session around
some of these and look at what pot or stove is best for which activity, because it’s
actually quite rare to be allowed to have an open fire in the UK.

4 EXPEDITION
4.1 navigation
Aim 4.1.1

Demonstrate of a knowledge of map reading.

Points

There are many elements to reading maps successfully. Further sessions would need
to be run to consider other aspects such as grid references, contours, map scales,
map orientation etc.

Name

Map Symbol Quiz.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources
What To Do

Extensions

OS Map symbols from ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/education-and-research/
teaching-resources/map-symbols.html.
Discuss map symbols: what they are and what they are for.
2. Get in groups.
3. Session One (to get them familiar with the main OS symbols).
You pick 20 of the most important symbols, perhaps mixing 1:25 and 1:50 to make
it harder. Hold up the flash card and ask them to write down what it represents.
Mix in a couple of descriptions and ask them to draw what they think the symbol
might be.
4. Session Two (just for fun, encouraging them to look at all the symbols and pick the
most obscure).
Get each group to pick 10 of their favourite symbols and run shorter quizzes for the
other groups.
1.

As noted above there are several sessions on maps that need to be run before fulfilling
this section: Grid refs, contours, map scales, map orientation, etc.
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4 EXPEDITION
4.1 navigation
Aim 4.1.2

Demonstrate a knowledge of compass use.

Points

There are many elements to using a compass successfully. Further sessions would
need to be run to consider other aspects such as magnetic variation, when compasses
stop working, the merits of non-magnetic compasses (e.g. those on watches / GPS
receivers) and using map and compasses. The advantage of night navigation is that
it reduces your reliance on maps and your eyes, and focuses almost entirely on the
compass itself.

Name

Night Nav.

Duration

3 hours.

Resources ••A safe area in the dark and a route card already filled out with bearings (perhaps from
a previous session).
••Compasses, a route card with enough small sections that each Venturer can lead
one leg e.g. sandleheathseascouts.org.uk/route/route-card.pdf, head torches, blank
pacing charts.
What To Do

Measure out 100m and get each Venturer to note their pacings for that distance on a
pacing chart (this could be done prior to darkness!).
2. Discuss techniques useful in night navigation such as pacing, leap frogging, team
work, back bearings, then practise these techniques.
3. One by one let the Venturers try to follow bearings on their compass in the dark using
any techniques they feel they need to employ to assist them.
4. If you think they are going off course, guide them back on course wherever possible.
5. Group discussion on where it went well / badly.
1.

Pacing Chart Paces
(Double Steps)

Timing Chart

5km/h

4km/h

3km/h

2km/h

1000m

12 mins

15 mins

20 mins

30 mins

Down Hill

900m

10.8 mins

13.5 mins

18 mins

27 mins

Flat

800m

9.6 mins

12 mins

16 mins

24 mins

Uphill

700m

8.4 mins

10.5 mins

14 mins

21 mins

600m

7.2 mins

9 mins

12 mins

18 mins

500m

6 mins

7.5 mins

10 mins

15 mins

400m

4.8 mins

6 mins

8 mins

12 mins

300m

3.6 mins

4.5 mins

6 mins

9 mins

200m

2.4 mins

3 mins

4 mins

6 mins

100m

1.2 mins

1.5 mins

2 mins

3 mins

50m

0.6 mins

0.75 mins

1 mins

1.5 mins

Help Venturers understand
the Timing Chart: “If you are
walking 2k per hour you will
cover 600m in 18 mins”.
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4 EXPEDITION
4.2 first aid
Aim 4.2.1

Demonstrate of a knowledge of how to deal with common outdoor injuries.

Points

The point of this session is to give the Venturers a sense of how difficult it can be
to do first aid when there are many first aiders present, all trying to give direction.
Hopefully some of the scenarios will work well with one person taking the lead, and
others will be a mess with everyone shouting different instructions! They will learn
the first aid techniques required as part of the fun.

Name

First Aid Scenario Game.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources ••A qualified first aider.
••First aid kit(s).
••Scenarios to cover cuts (straight and ragged), breaks, burns, unconsciousness,
hysteria etc.
What To Do
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Split group into half: One half will be injured, one half will be first aiders.
2. Give the injured team their injuries (maybe on a card) but tell them to keep it secret
for now.
3. Pick an injured person and without telling the group what is wrong with them, ask for a
volunteer to be the first aider.
4. Now rather than the first aider dealing with the injured person, the rest of their group
must direct them. Guide them if they are dealing with the injury wrongly as we want
them to learn the right way to deal with the injury.
5. Work through the other injuries in the same way, and then if there is time / attention,
swap the teams (preferably with different injuries).
6. Discuss the merits of having a lead first aider over a group of them.
1.
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4 EXPEDITION
4.2 first aid
Aim 4.2.2

Demonstrate of a knowledge of how to deal with hypothermia and dehydration.

Name

Environmental Injury Matching Game.

Duration

1 ½ hours.

Resources ••A knowledge of environmental injuries.
••Using information from the environmental injury table beginning on the next page,
make cards for:
1. Name of Injury.
2. Symptom of Injury.
3. Remedial Action.
What To Do
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Get into three groups of even numbers.
2. Give one group Injuries / Classification, one group Symptoms / What’s happening,
and one group Remedial Actions / Treatment.
3. Ask the Venturers to finish in groups of three with the right Injury, Symptom, and
Remedial Action.
4. Discuss each grouping with all the Venturers.
5. If you only have a small group and need to cover more injuries, run the same game
again with other injuries.
1.

Cause of Heat Loss

How We Lose Heat

What’s Happening?

Examples

Avoidance

Environmental:
everyone is
affected by the
environmental
factors.

Radiation.

We create heat in
our bodies and lose
excess amounts
of it through our
skin; the more
skin is uncovered
the more we can
radiate. Likewise we
can absorb more
radiation on a warm
day through more
skin exposure.

Sun bathing on a
warm day with little
clothing on.

Moderate your heat
creation. The wise
cold weather worker
goes at a steady
pace. Also wrap
up and keep the
radiation in.

Respiration.

Incoming air can be
cold, outgoing air
has been warmed
up.

Breathing in on a
cold day, you can
see your outgoing
breath as ‘huff’.

Scarf over your
mouth.

Conduction.

Where heat moves
between a warm
and cold object in
order to level the
temperature out.

Contact with
ground, especially
wet/frozen ground.

Use sit mats
when resting or
camping mats (e.g.
thermarest) in bed.

Convection.

This is the same as
conduction, but
the two objects
are moving relative
to each other, for
example wind on
your face.

Exposure to wind,
Cover up and wear a
especially cold wind. windproof layer.

Evaporation.

When water
evaporates it takes
a lot of energy to
do so and therefore
cools the surface on
which it happens.
We sweat to allow
evaporation, which
cools us.

Wind chill: the
faster the wind,
the worse the chill,
even at the same
temperature.

Moderate your
ascents / work effort
and tog up when
you stop.
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Cause of Heat Loss

How We Lose Heat

What’s Happening?

Examples

Avoidance

Physical: you
can reduce the
impact of the
environmental
factors by looking
after yourself.

Fuel.

Water and food
allow the body to
create glycogen
(energy) which
allows us to
generate heat. No
glycogen, no heat.

Maintain food and
drink even in cold
weather when you
may think you need
it less.

Fitness.

Fit bodies control
their temperature
more efficiently,
because excess fat
requires energy but
doesn’t contribute
anything back.

Walk hard up a
mountainside and
you sweat profusely,
but when you
stop your sweat
chills you because
you’ve stopped
generating heat and
are suffering from
evaporation cooling.

Fit bodies use fuel
more efficiently.
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Cold climate
explorers use
thousands of
calories every day,
to maintain body
temperature AND
travel. They are
very fit and efficient
users of glycogen.

Stay fit!

Symptom:
What’s Happening?

Cause:
How Can I Make
Sure It Doesn’t
Happen Again?

Treatment:
What Can I Do?

Don’t Do This!

Classification:
What The Doctor
Would Say Is Wrong

Shivering: they can
stop if they try.

Working muscles
warms you up: this
is the body working
your muscles for
you!

Reduce Heat Loss!

No alcohol: it
vasodilates and
blood will cool more
quickly.

Mild Hypothermia.

Looking pale.

Vasoconstriction:
warm blood leaving
extremities and
moving to core.

Feeling cold.

Vasoconstriction:
warm blood leaving
extremities and
moving to core.

Getting clumsy:
watch them try to
do fiddly tasks.

Two reasons:
1. Vasoconstriction
(see above).

• More/dry clothes.
• Work harder!
• Use instant shelter.

• Warm sugary drink. No smoking: it
vasoconstricts and
• Sugary food.
can increase risk of
• Add heat e.g. fire. frostbite.
No caffeine: it’s
a diuretic and
dehydration
increases rate of
Hypothermia.

2. The brain starting
to chill and not work
at optimum rate.
Getting clumsier:
it will be obvious by
this point.

As above.

Dazed and ‘vacant’
looking.

Neurons in the brain
struggling with cold.

Slurring words.

Neurons in the brain
struggling, though
can all be down to a
very cold face.

Moderate
Hypothermia.

Violent shivering
Working muscles
that they can’t stop. warms you up: this
is the body working
your muscles for
you!
Behaving out of
Further degradation
character / irrational of brain function.
behaviour, e.g.
getting undressed
because too hot.
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Symptom:
What’s Happening?

Cause:
How Can I Make
Sure It Doesn’t
Happen Again?

Treatment:
What Can I Do?

Don’t Do This!

Violent shivering
with increasing
pauses, until
shivering finally
stops.

The body is running
out of glycogen,
which it uses to
work your muscles.
It stops shivering to
save the last of the
glycogen.

• If still standing
apply heat to major
arteries in neck,
armpits and groin

Severe
The biggest risk is
‘After Drop’, which Hypothermia.
is where toxins have
built up in limbs with
no blood circulating
then sudden heating
/ movement moves
the toxins to the
heart / brain and kills
the patient.

Lying on ground,
probably in foetal
position.

Rigid muscles.

Slow shallow
breathing, possibly
as low as 2 breaths
per minute.

• If conscious, give
Do not mix this up
warm sugary fluids
with the patient
every 15 minutes.
being able to stop
shivering voluntarily! • If they can urinate,
help them.
The body conserves
Therefore:
heat by contracting • Rescue breaths
• Do not try to move
into a ball.
(see First Aid!) can them: risk of After
warm the victim
Alive or dead?
Drop!
from inside and
Gently pull out a
give oxygen.
• Do not give them
limb slightly, if alive
external heat (e.g.
• Listen for
the patient will
fire): risk of After
retract the limb into breathing for much Drop.
longer than in
the foetal position.
normal First Aid
Low blood flow to
scenario.
limbs.
• Take pulse for
Lactic acid and CO2
much longer than
build up.
in normal First Aid
Body going into
scenario.
hibernation.

Low pulse, possibly
2 beats per minute.

Body going into
hibernation.

Death.

Body has run out of
energy to keep itself
warm, and heart and
brain have stopped
functioning.

Victim in cold water
for less than 20
minutes.

Despite the state
of the person, the
body will only be
in a state of Mild
Hypothermia.
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• Wrap in dry,
insulating material.

Classification:
What The Doctor
Would Say Is Wrong

Dead.

Pull them out and
re-warm in any way
as quickly as you can
e.g. fire, exercise.

No obvious risks,
but make sure you
know how long
they have been
immersed.

Mild Immersion
Hypothermia.

Symptom:
What’s Happening?

Cause:
How Can I Make
Sure It Doesn’t
Happen Again?

Treatment:
What Can I Do?

Don’t Do This!

Classification:
What The Doctor
Would Say Is Wrong

Victim in cold water
for 20 mins to 2
hours.

After 20 minutes
the victim is likely
to have Severe
Hypothermia and
there is a risk of
After Drop.

Treat as for Severe
Hypothermia, with
care to avoid After
Drop.

Pulling immersion
cases out vertically
(e.g. head first)
has been shown
to cause death
by After Drop.
Attempt to retrieve
them horizontally
(e.g. stretcher).

Acute (Severe)
Immersion
Hypothermia.

Victim immersed for Victim will be
more than 2 hours. chronically
hypothermic and
needs medical
treatment.

CPR likely to
be required and
specialised medical
treatment. Get help.

White waxy skin:
firm outside, soft
underneath.

Cover up, wrap up,
wind proof.

Exposure causing
freezing of top
layers of skin.

Numb fingers, toes
ears, nose.
Skin white and
‘wooden’.
Skin turns red as
though burnt.
Skin blisters.
Skin turns black.
Red blisters and
blackness, but
through the muscle
and bone.

These are the
progressive
symptoms of
surface frostbite.

If you can be sure
of keeping the
affected areas warm
afterwards, try
re-warming in some
of the following
ways (depending on
seriousness):

Don’t allow thawed
skin to re-freeze,
the damage will be
much greater.

Chronic Immersion
Hypothermia.

Frost nip.

Don’t rub the frozen
area, the cells are
Surface Frost bite.
frozen and will split
causing further
damage

Treat hypothermia
• Blowing on
symptomvs before
affected area (your frost bite symptoms
to avoid After Drop. Deep Frostbite.
This is deep frostbite breath is quite
warm).
(it is difficult to
differentiate from
• Put affected areas
surface frostbite
somewhere warm
externally).
on your body, e.g.
fingers in armpits.
• Immerse affected
area in water
heated to 40 –
43°C for half an
hour. Monitor
temperature to
avoid further
damage, then
bandage the area
and keep warm.
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Symptom:
What’s Happening?

Cause:
How Can I Make
Sure It Doesn’t
Happen Again?

Treatment:
What Can I Do?

Don’t Do This!

Classification:
What The Doctor
Would Say Is Wrong

Wet feet lose
heat very quickly,
Feet go numb.
feet. Body uses
Feet in pain and turn vasoconstriction to
grey / black.
stop bleeding heat,
and consequently
creates tissue
damage.

Dry the feet, warm
them, use talc to dry
them further and
keep them dry. Get
the feet into air and
out of wet socks and
boots. Use dry socks
regularly.

Don’t wait: You can
lose a foot after just
24 hours without
relief.

Trench Foot.

Pain when
breathing, wheezing,
sometimes coughing
blood.

Breathing hard at
-29°C, the lung
tissue starts to
freeze.

Rest, drink water,
breathe steam.

Don’t continue:
treat.

Frozen lung.

Dry and gritty
eyes, may swell and
redden.

Sunburn of the eyes • Cold compress.
Don’t continue:
8 – 12 hours before
treat.
• Stay in the dark.
the symptoms.
• Don’t rub the eyes.

Feet red and itchy.

To avoid: breath
through a scarf and
try not to breathe
hard.
Snow Blindness.

To avoid, use snow
goggles.
Eye frozen shut.

Cold air causes
Warm hand over eye Don’t continue:
eyes to water and
until thaws.
treat.
subsequently the
cold causes freezing.

Frozen eyelashes.

Eye pain and
impaired vision.

The cornea freezes.

Frozen cornea.
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Re-warm rapidly
with hand or warm
compress and then
cover eye for 1 – 2
days.

Don’t continue:
treat.

Symptom:
What’s Happening?

Cause:
How Can I Make
Sure It Doesn’t
Happen Again?

Treatment:
What Can I Do?

Don’t Do This!

Classification:
What The Doctor
Would Say Is Wrong

One, some or all of:

Heat Exhaustion.
This is a warning that
the body is getting
too hot.

Get out of heat
source, drink,
reduce work
rate and use the
natural forces
of conduction,
convection,
respiration,
radiation,
evaporation.

Don’t keep going:
treat.

Mild Hyperthermia.

Immediate medical
attention.

Don’t wait: get help. Severe
Hyperthermia.

• Thirsty.
• Giddy.
• Weak.
• Uncoordinated.

The move to Heat
Exhaustion can be
very rapid.

• Nausea.
• Sweating.
• Normal body
temperature.
• Normal or
increased pulse.
• Skin cold / clammy.
One, some or all of:
• Temp 104°F.
• Confusion.
• Aggression.
• Change of
character.

Heat stroke: can be
life-threatening.
High body
temperature
is capable of
producing
irreversible brain
damage.

• Fainting.
• Strong rapid pulse.
• Coma.
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4 EXPEDITION
4.3 live and journey outdoors
Aim 4.3.1

Demonstrate a knowledge of clothing and equipment.

Name

Pick the Kit.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources ••Outdoor shop catalogues.
••Scissors.
What To Do

Extensions
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Split into groups.
2. Give each group one or more catalogues and a journey / weekend away they need
to prepare for.
3. Get them to cut out the equipment and clothing they think they will need for
their trip. Get each group to explain their decisions to the other groups.
1.

It is fun to make it the most expensive trip possible, or the cheapest trip possible,
or even to give them a budget to stick to.

4 EXPEDITION
4.3 live and journey outdoors
Aim 4.3.2

Demonstrate a knowledge of setting a comfortable camp.

Name

Design a Campsite.

Duration

2 hours.

Resources ••Pens.
••Paper.
••Card.
What To Do

Split into groups.
2. Give each group an imaginary weekend away camping, for which they need to prepare
a campsite layout for different activities.
3. Get them to design the perfect campsite for the weekend, given their activities,
making their design as fun and interesting as possible. They have to keep the group
safe and comfortable, so make some of the scenarios difficult to achieve this e.g.
public right of way through the camp site, deep / swift rivers, no toilet on site, etc.
4. Get each group to explain their plans to the other groups.
1.
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USEFUL MATERIAL
‘Cooking in a Can’ by K L White.
‘Cooking on a Stick’ by K L White.
‘I Love my World’ by Chris Holland.
‘Sharing Nature with Children’ books 1 and 2 by J Cornell.
‘Hedgerow, River Cottage Handbook no.7’ by J Wright.
‘Go Wild, 101 Things to do Before You Grow Up’ by J Schofield and F Danks.
‘Nature’s Playground’ by J Schofield and F Danks.
‘Food for Free’ by R Mabley.
Various Collins Gem mini guides: trees, mushrooms, birds etc.
‘Creative Outdoor Work with Young People’ by Alan Smith.
‘The Survival Handbook’ by Ray Mears.
‘Bushcraft’ by Ray Mears.
‘The Outdoor Survival Handbook’ by Ray Mears.
‘A-Z of Bushcraft’ DVD (www.azbushcraft.com).
‘Bushcraft and Survival’ DVDs (www.bushcraftandsurvival.co.uk).
The early DVDs of Ray Mears – Extreme Bushcraft, and Bushcraft Survival Volumes 1 & 2.
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